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Dear Editor 

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) using daylight as the photoactivating light source requires 

weather conditions and temperature to be suitable for effective treatment and for patients to 

stay comfortably outdoors
1
. In order to get rid of such requirements, artificial white light 

sources have been proposed as photoactivating alternatives to daylight, particularly for the 

treatment of actinic keratosis (AK)
2-5

. Such is the case of Dermaris (Surgiris, Croix, France), a 

new CE-marked device specifically designed for the treatment of AK, which delivers a 

uniform illumination with 2.9 mW/cm
2
 white light over a 314 cm

2
 surface. Recently, two 

studies have provided preliminary clinical data indicating that PDT using the Dermaris, below 

referred to as artificial white light PDT (AWL-PDT), could be an effective and nearly painless 

treatment for patients with AK lesions
6,7

. Here, we reported the clinical outcomes, in terms of 

efficacy and tolerability, of 38 male patients with AK lesions of the scalp, who were treated in 

daily practice with AWL-PDT. These patients with a minimum of 10 clinically diagnosed 

grade I or II AK lesions of the scalp were selected from the patient population of our private-

practice dermatology clinic. AWL-PDT was administered as follows: after standard skin 

preparation, 2 g of MAL cream (Metvixia, Galderma, France) was applied on lesions and the 

surrounding normal skin, immediately after which the Dermaris was placed 20 cm from the 

scalp and switched on for 2.5 hours of photoactivation leading to a total light dose: 26.1 

J/cm
2
. Once AWL-PDT was completed, pain level, discomfort and pruritus during the 

treatment were rated by the patient on an 11-point scale. Seven days following the treatment, 

crusts were rated by a dermatologist using a 6-point scale, while patients rated discomfort and 

pruritus they had experienced during the six days post-treatment on an 11-point scale. At 

three months after the treatment, AK lesions were counted by a dermatologist without 

differentiation between new and recurrent lesions. In case of five or more AK lesions, and 
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provided that all of them were grade I or II, a second AWL-PDT was performed either on the 

day or within seven days. Otherwise, a suitable alternative treatment was applied. Analysis of 

clinical outcomes was performed. Regarding the efficacy outcomes, 22 of the 38 patients 

(58%) had no more AK lesions at three months after the treatment and therefore received no 

further treatment, 12 patients (32%) required a second AWL-PDT due to more than five grade 

I–II AK lesions, and the remaining four patients (11%) showed one to four AK lesions, which 

were all grade I–II and subsequently were cured by topical ingenol mebutate. Regarding the 

tolerability outcomes, 33 of the 38 patients (87%) of patients experienced no pain during the 

treatment and the remaining five patients (13%) rated their pain level as one. In addition, 

discomfort and pruritus were almost always rated as mild or less (97%) except one very 

moderate rate for both (3%) (Figure 1), while crusts were rated as mild or less in 33 of the 38 

patients (87%) and as moderate in 5 patients (13%) (Figure 2). These results demonstrated 

that AWL-PDT, as administered in the study, is an effective and nearly painless treatment 

with minimal side effects for patients with AK lesions of the scalp. Moreover, the simplicity 

and reproducibility of the treatment (constant light dose), the rapid treatment implementation 

(no drug-light interval), the absence of treatment discontinuations due to pain, the high patient 

acceptability of treatment… make AWL-PDT a convenient and attractive treatment option for 

both patients and health professionals. 
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Figure 1: Distribution of scores of pain level, discomfort and pruritus in patients receiving 

SDL-PDT using the Dermaris for the treatment of AKs. 

SDL-PDT: Simulated DayLight PhotoDynamic Therapy; AKs: Actinic Keratoses. 

 

 

Figure 2: Distribution of rates of crusts in patients receiving SDL-PDT using the Dermaris for 

the treatment of AKs. 

SDL-PDT: Simulated DayLight PhotoDynamic Therapy; AKs: Actinic Keratoses. 
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